7 common challenges facing large
enterprises in the governance of
social media

As the scope of social media expands within the enterprise it’s never been more important
to have the right supporting capabilities and governance in place to realise the benefits,
and mitigate the risks, it presents.
From principles on when to establish a new social media account to building steering
groups with the right decision makers, we collectively refer to these elements as the Social
Operating Model.
However, there’s often a lack of clarity or consensus around this discipline, amplified by
organisational complexity. Here’s our take on seven examples of these challenges.

01 Aligning social media account structure to target audiences
• Large enterprises often operate a plethora of social network accounts
• These can include legacy accounts established in the ‘early days’ of social media by teams
keen to either embrace the new technology or plant a metaphorical flag in the ground for
their business unit
• The resulting architectures are often impractical for teams to manage or structured in
ways that are confusing for consumers

02 Setting clear ownership for social media
• Because social media can (and should) support multiple parts of the enterprise, it can be
tough to decide where responsibility for this capability should ultimately sit
• As the prestige of “owning social” in the organisation has grown, there can be increased
competition from departments vying to assume control
• Without clear objectives and strong governance, this can result in fragmented, inefficient
activity, or even contradictory messages being delivered to the audience

03 Creating social media policies that inspire colleagues
• The lines between personal and professional use of social media are now more blurred
than ever
• Most organisations have a social media policy for their employees, but they’re often textheavy documents which can be hard to digest - or simply go unread
• At best employees aren’t confident to advocate their work online and at worst it can lead
to disciplinary action or data privacy issues
• And these polices need to be brought to life in creative ways that engage colleagues

04 Measuring the right things
• With so many things you can measure, social media is ripe for death by data
• The first danger is when organisations try to wrap up social media performance into nice,
neat metrics such as an average engagement rate which serve only to hide insights into
what’s driving, or holding back, performance
• Secondly, the trap of only monitoring ‘immediate’ metrics such as reach or engagement
fails to appropriately attribute the role social media plays on broader business objectives

05 Ensuring insights from social listening can be acted upon
• Many organisations now collect significant amounts of data through social listening
• Even better, this data is increasingly being turned into insights that inform, for instance,
the creation of digital content
• However, the trick to success is having the infrastructure and commitment to deliver on
these findings and then turn them into tangible improvements for the customer
experience

06 Enabling a fail fast culture for social media activity
• Social networks, formats and trends evolve unlike any marketing discipline in history and
with an unprecedented level of nuance
• Changing from a traditional mindset of ‘planned and polished’ to quickly jumping on
opportunities and ‘failing fast is difficult; difficult, but essential
• Guiding principles, with appropriate flexibility, are a must for establishing a framework
that enables and supports this mindset

07 Genuinely learning from doing
• Across large organisations a significant volume of social media activity is likely to be
running at any one time
• From each of these activities there will be highly valuable learnings and observations that
can help enhance future efforts
• However the task of synthesising those learnings, communicating them to relevant teams,
and ensuring they’re acted upon is a significant logistical challenge, unless the appropriate
processes and resources are in place

If you would like to start a conversation about running a Social
Operating Model audit for your organisation, please contact:
simon@slpconsulting.co.uk
0203 290 6064
Or visit: www.socialoperatingmodel.co.uk

